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Status of Proton GE/GM



Status  of Gep5

�Ed Brash (CNU) and MJ upgraded from collaborators to 

co-spokesperson of E12-07-109 ( Gep5)

� Significant modifications in design since proposal

�Optimized detectors using GEANT MC�Optimized detectors using GEANT MC



Challenges of high Q2 measurements 

� Low elastic cross-section σσσσ ~ E2/Q12

� Low analyzing power Ay ~ 1/p ~ 1/Q2

� Overall experimental FOM ~ σ Ay
2~E2/Q16



Challenges of high Q2 measurements 

� Low elastic cross-section σσσσ ~ E2/Q12

� Low analyzing power Ay ~ 1/p ~ 1/Q2

� Overall experimental FOM ~ σ Ay
2~E2/Q16

•Need large acceptance in both electron and proton arm

•Hall C SHMS limited to ~4msr on proton arm

•To full take advantage of CEBAF 12 GeV upgrade need new 

device



Challenges of high Q2 measurements 

� Increased systematics due to larger precession 

angles χχχχ ~ γγγγp ~ Q2

� Smaller angles (~1/p ~ 1/Q2) has to be used for 

polarimetry; will increase instrumental asymmetry 



Challenges of high Q2 measurements 

� Increased systematics due to larger precession 

angles χχχχ ~ γγγγp ~ Q2

� Smaller angles (~1/p ~ 1/Q2) has to be used for 

polarimetry; will increase instrumental asymmetry 

�Desirable to measure in different experimental setups.

�Reusing Bigcal and FPP detectors from recent Hall C 

experiment makes running an additional experiment cost 

effective.



Experiment Setup

Ratio of Vertical  to Horizontal 

acceptance is 3:1

12 planes

8 planes
8 planes

40cm LH2      1039 /s/cm2

Add GEM to measure vertical position

Improve  track matching



Kinematics

Trigger :Trigger :
�High energy threshold on the hadron calorimeter

� 3 GeV threshold gives rate of  1.5 MHz

�Electron calorimeter   

�2.5 GeV threshold gives rate of 60KHz

�Coincidence rate is 5 KHz (50ns coincidence window)



Low energy photons interactions with 

Front GEMs ( 3 chambers, 4 planes each) 

1st chamber 

detection

Probability 

(%)

•Low energy electrons swept away  by magnet. 

•Low energy photons dominate rates.

•Rates change from 400 KHz/cm2 at first plane to 1MHz/cm2 at the 12th plane

Photon energy (MeV)

Multichamber

Detection

Probability

(%)



Rates and tracking in Bigcal GEM 

• Aluminum absorber cuts rate of low energy electrons and • Aluminum absorber cuts rate of low energy electrons and 

photons. Still rate of 173 kHz/cm2

•Use BigCal calorimeter to define position to 3σ = 1.2cm

•Number of pseudo tracks is 3%.

•BigCal GEM measures vertical position. Assume elastic 

scattering and predict vertical position in proton arm front 

tracker.



Rates and tracking in Hadron 1st GEM 

• “First” tracker of proton arm has 3 chambers each with 4 planes• “First” tracker of proton arm has 3 chambers each with 4 planes

• Rate dominated by low energy photons from target and 

produce in chambers.

•BigCal GEM measures vertical position and calorimeter to get 

horizontal postion. Assume elastic scattering and predict “Area of 

interest” in proton arm front tracker.

•Number of pseudo tracks is 2%.

•With 12 planes sensitive to rate



Rates and tracking in Hadron 3rd GEMs 

• “Third” tracker of proton arm has 2 chambers each with 4 planes• “Third” tracker of proton arm has 2 chambers each with 4 planes

• Rate dominated by photons interacting with analyzer

•Use position determined in hadron calorimeter to narrow the “area 

of interest”

•Number of pseudo tracks is 0.05% 



Rates and tracking in Hadron 2nd GEM 

• “Second” tracker of proton arm has 2 chambers each with 4 planes• “Second” tracker of proton arm has 2 chambers each with 4 planes

• Rate dominated by photons interacting with analyzer

•Use position determined in “First” and “Third” to narrow the “area 

of interest”

•Number of pseudo tracks is 0.0009% 



What if Rate Estimates Wrong? 

�Front GEM tracker group is most sensitive to rate estimate. 

�Factor of 1.5 times higher rate multiplies the number of pseudo-tracks 

per event by (1.5)12 = 130

Psuedo-tracks per event

� Reduce material thickness by replace honeycomb by stretched 

films

� Further reduction by  splitting the readout in the middle and 

doubling the number of channels.



Projected Error bars for Gep5



Backup slides



Trigger

High energy threshold on the hadron ( 3GeV, 1.5 MHz)and electron (2 GeV, 60KHz) 

calorimeter reduce coincidence rate to 5 KHz (50ns coincidence window)



GEANT simulation



Layout of experiment



Collaboration



Magnet
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SBS for Gep5
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SBS for Gep5




